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She Becomes Glamorous After The
Engagement Annulment Chapter 949 - 950

Chapter 949 His Defeat Is Set In Stone!

Quinn’s punch was fierce and incredibly forceful!

If the punch struck an ordinary person, their bones would definitely break and they would
probably die.

Nora had once taken a full blow from him, and even she had been pushed back several
steps.

Quinn had been studying martial arts all his life. He poured all of his efforts into learning
how to increase his strength, and how to unleash all of his power in an instant.

Yet in the face of such a punch, Barbarian neither ducked nor evaded it. In fact, he even
stretched out his fist and met Quinn’s fist with his own!

Thud!

Their fists collided. Even the air could not escape the impact of their colliding fists, instead
fully condensing in place. This was what an exchange of blows between experts was like-a
single move was enough to determine the outcome!

A muffled thump from the collision rang out, and then Quinn and Barbarian both took a
couple of steps backward.

Barbarian felt a little pain between his forefinger and his thumb.
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On the other hand, Quinn was a little pale. He sighed and said, “Martial arts are the same as
a person’s genes. The apex of martial arts is nothing more than the attempt to push the
human body’s potential to its limit. In a one-on-one fight, I am not as strong as him.”

Irvin finally took a step forward at this time. “Then let me go next, and see for myself
whether this newly broken through human limit is stronger than the original.”

After speaking, just as he was about to step forward, Quinn spat and said, “You devious old
scumbag, you were just making me test that man’s skill before you attack him yourself,
right? You’re so insidious!”

Irvin replied, “The Irvin School of Martial Arts pursues agility and does not use clumsy
parameters like physical strength to compete with another.”

After speaking, without waiting for Quinn to fly into a rage, he moved forward with his arms
held up.

Irvin’s movements were very quick and he was very flexible. Barbarian’s fist approached, but
before he could even touch Irvin’s clothes, Irvin had already ducked under his arm to go
behind him, where he immediately kicked him behind the knee.

Barbarian’s knees were hardy and strong. The blow didn’t bother him at all.

Moreover, as Irvin’s martial arts focused on agility, he wasn’t going to be able to exert too
much force in the first place. This led to Barbarian feeling like he was taking blows all over
his body. Though there wasn’t much force in the blows, they were terribly annoying!

He let out a shout and clenched both his fists. When Irvin struck him again, Barbarian
clamped down on Irvin’s leg with his muscles, rendering him unable to break free. Irvin: “…”

The sight made Quinn, who was watching from the sidelines, burst out laughing. “You
devious old scumbag, I knew it, you’re the most underhanded person ever. See, it’s all over
now, isn’t it? You’re such an embarrassment.” Irvin replied, “At least I managed to exchange
a dozen moves with him, Quinn, unlike you who was defeated in just one.”

Barbarian sneered, “Those dozen moves were nothing more than tickles to me!”

Quinn shouted, “You hear that? You devious old scumbag, you can’t compare to me at all!”
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Irvin replied, “It’s not that I can’t compare to you, Quinn. Rather, it’s…”

Just like that, the two elderly men began to quarrel, which annoyed the heck out of
Barbarian. He shouted furiously, “That’s enough!”

It was almost at this exact same moment that Quinn suddenly bent over and swiftly
approached him.

Irvin grabbed Quinn’s arm, allowing Quinn to use him as leverage to spin quickly in the air
and deliver a merciless kick to Barbarian’s knee!

Quinn didn’t back off after delivering the kick. On the contrary, with the help of Irvin, he also
gave Barbarian’s other knee another ruthless kick!

He and Irvin cooperated with each other flawlessly.

One was in charge of strength while the other was in charge of agility…

Soon, Barbarian felt like he had been struck seven to eight times.

By the time he recovered, both Quinn and Irvin had already retreated and put a distance of
ten steps between themselves and him.

“… Is that all you have even after teaming up?” Barbarian scoffed.

He had only just spoken when his knees suddenly gave way. With a loud thud, Barbarian fell
to his knees.

At the same time, he suddenly also lost all the strength in his elbow joints. His shoulders
also seemed dislocated… His eyes widened in shock. “N-no way!”

Irvin stroked his beard. “With enough willpower, one can achieve even the impossible. Even
if your body has already reached the limit of human potential, Quinn and I have spent all our
lives trying to break the limit. If we can’t break it alone, then we just have to team up.”

In this world, no one would ever be at the top forever.

If someone were to be, then it could only be the Quinn and Irvin duo.
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Barbarian’s defeat was set in stone!!

She Becomes Glamorous After The
Engagement Annulment Chapter 950

Chapter 950 He’s Doomed

Barbarian collapsed onto the ground. Irvin said with a smile, “As expected, you and I are truly
invincible when we team up, Quinn.”

Quinn replied disdainfully, “Ha, don’t say that, you old devious scumbag. Nothing good ever
happens any time you pay me a compliment. I will never team up with you ever again!”

Irvin replied, “Well, we won’t need to team up in the future anyway. The future of the Quinn
School of Martial Arts and the Irvin School of Martial Arts now lies on the shoulders of the
next generation! They are husband and wife, so they can team up.”

Quinn immediately curled his lips, but when he glanced at Nora and Justin next to him, he
ultimately couldn’t say anything.

Nora looked at Barbarian and said, “Take him away.” Upon hearing her, someone took a step
forward. He was about to tie up Barbarian, who was slumped on the ground, when he
suddenly let out a low growl. Then, his dislocated joints suddenly returned to their original
positions!

Both Quinn and Irvin’s expressions changed when they heard the commotion. Irvin frowned
and said, “He took a drug!”

As Irvin spoke, Barbarian also stood up slowly. His shoulders shifted slightly and his joints
popped back to their original positions, scaring the few people walking toward him so much
that they stopped in their tracks.

Nora frowned. “What kind of drug is it?”
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Irvin had a look of disdain all over his countenance. “A drug that’s banned in martial arts
competitions. The stimulant allows you to push your limits even further within a short
period of time, but using it gives rise to endless problems and greatly damages one’s health.
The use of this drug has become prohibited in martial arts tournaments during the past few

years.”

Nora frowned upon hearing him.

She sneered and looked at Barbarian. “Barbarian, even if you’ve gotten back up, do you think
you can escape when the two martial arts masters are here?”

Barbarian stared at her, his left shoulder making clacking sounds as it suddenly popped
back in.

Dislocating joints and popping them back in was an extremely painful experience. Barbarian
was clearly in so much pain that beads of perspiration had formed on his forehead, yet his
eyes were still sharp and even more ruthless than before.

Barbarian replied, “How would I know if I don’t try?”

After saying this, Barbarian suddenly launched an attack!

“Go!”

Justin, Quinn, and Irvin rushed forward together and surrounded Barbarian. None of them
dared to underestimate the enemy.

Because Quinn had said, “Since he has taken the banned drug, his body will definitely break
through its limit again, making him so strong that it’s as if he has taken the V16. He’s not to
be underestimated!”

Sure enough, Quinn and Irvin had gotten Barbarian down on his knees just now only
because they had suddenly launched a surprise attack.

But now, with the four of them joining forces… Even though Barbarian didn’t have the upper
hand, the four of them couldn’t take him down quickly either.
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In terms of strength, he didn’t lose out to Quinn.

In terms of speed and agility, he was not inferior to Irvin.

For a while, the four of them and Barbarian entered a deadlock!

At this moment, Nora suddenly heard an exclamation. “Lucas!”

She turned her head sharply to see that on the other side—where Trueman and the others
were surrounded-Trueman’s men had been subdued one by one, leaving only Trueman.
Lucas originally planned to take him down, but he did not expect the thin and seemingly
weak Trueman to also be rather skilled. He slashed Lucas with a dagger and then ran
straight to the car at the side!

Nora’s pupils shrank and she subconsciously said to Justin, “Go after him!”

Justin nodded and then turned around and went after him. Soon, he entered a scuffle with
Trueman and gained the upper hand. The situation on Justin’s side was now resolved, but
with one fewer person in the four-man siege, there was now an opening in the encirclement.
Barbarian was indeed the strongest man in the world; he seized the opportunity that the tiny
opening presented and immediately broke out of the three-man siege!

He pushed Nora away in one blow. When Nora was retreating, she fished out a needle and
stabbed it into him. However, Barbarian ignored it completely and raced toward a
motorcycle at the side. Before Nora, Quinn, and Irvin could catch up to him, he had already
started the motorcycle and sped off!

Quinn wanted to go after him, but Nora stopped him and said, “There’s no need to go after
him anymore.”

That silver needle was enough to kill him.

In order to take down Barbarian, she had made full preparations.

Then, she finally looked at Trueman, whom Justin had captured.
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